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Learning Objectives

Generate a map using Tableau Public

Explain the concept of percentiles in data visualization

Apply the principles of data cleaning to an exported 
Excel® file
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Time: 30 s Speaker: BevPurpose: establish what participants will learn during the session. Notes:Engagement Activity: Has anyone ever used Excel for data analysis  or Tableau Public  for data visualization? Write in chat. ExcelNoYesCan’t rememberTableau Public YesNoCan’t remember Photo Credits: Microsoft Creative Picture Gallery



Support Team 
South Southwest PTTC
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Beverly Triana-Tremain, Ph.D.
SSW PTTC Epidemiologist

Today’s Presenter 
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Related IC&RC Applied Prevention Specialist 
Competencies

IC&RC (2022) 
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Cultural Competence Sustainability

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (2019)
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Our Roadmap 

Clean

Export
Locate site of data 
Select parameters

Export file
Download file 

Save file 

Delete unnecessary 
columns, rows, text

Prepare file for 
Tableau Public to 

receive the file

Format
Sort data

Determine low/high 
values

Assign values

Map 
Upload Excel file
Select parameters

Design map features
Identify data story

Clip map into report
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Let’s Map!

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC
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COVID-19 Rates High in Center of Country 
(2019 to 2021)



How would you 
compare your 

before and after 
feelings about data 

visualization? 

Example
“intimidated-

excited”

California Department of Social Services (2022)
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Ida B. Wells-Barnett (1862-1961)
Investigative Journalist/Demographer 

2020 Pulitzer Prize Winner  

The way to right wrongs is to turn the 
light of truth upon them. 

Barnett-Wells (1895) 
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Time: 30 s Speaker: BevPurpose: introduce audience to pioneers in data visualization and connect the data visualization with social changeNotes: A Red Record used geographic and  statistical data , which Wells collected, mostly from newspapers around the United States, to document not only the high rates of unjustified lynching of Black men that had occurred in those years, but also to show how the data could be mapped and how these events unevenly were distributed in various regions of the country. When one adds up her data, Wells found that between 1864 and the final years of her study in 1894 that more than 10,000 African Americans had been killed by lynching.The point of these two past slides is that we can use data to inform individuals who would otherwise not listen or understand if we just gave them numbers. Data visualizations “shine the light” on problems and push people (sometimes over many years) to make changes. Engagement Activity:Photo Credit. Ida’s Picture:  Picture Creative Common/public domain. https://nursingclio.org/2013/11/15/renisha-mcbride-and-the-killing-of-black-bodies/Book Cover: Cover of A  Red Record  : tabulated Statistics and Alleged Causes of Lynchings in the United States, 1892-1893-1894 by Ida B. Wells, 1895. Manuscripts, Archives and Rare Books Division,  Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture . 
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Time: 30 s Speaker: BevPurpose: introduce audience to pioneers in data visualization and connect the data visualization with social change.Notes: Map drawn by Ida B. Wells. This map was submitted to Congress in 1918 to support an anti-lynching bill, H. R. 13, introduced by Representative Leonidas Dyer of Missouri. The Dyer bill had already passed in the House and awaited a vote in the Senate. Passed in HOR in 1922, but halted by filibuster. Efforts to pass another Anti-Lynching bill were not taken up again until 1935 (Costigan-Wagner Bill). Virginia passed an anti-lynching measure making it a state crime. Even up until 2018 and 2020, efforts stalled to pass an ALL. Over 200 failed attempts for ALL Laws. President Biden signed into law after a century of efforts the Emmett Till Antilynching Act (2022). Photo Credit. This primary source comes from the Records of the U.S. House of Representatives.National Archives Identifier: 149268727Full Citation: Red Record of Lynching Map; 1922; Papers Accompanying Specific Bills and Resolutions of the Committee on the Judiciary from the 67th Congress; (HR67A-D18); Bill Files, 1903 - 1968; Records of the U.S. House of Representatives, Record Group 233; National Archives Building, Washington, DC. [Online Version, https://www.docsteach.org/documents/document/lynching-map, February 28, 2023]
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South Southwest PTTC. (2022, December 22). Increasing organizational capacity by hiring prevention 
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pttc-newsletter-december-2022-increasing
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South Southwest (HHS Region 6)

Let’s hear from you!
What are your questions?
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SSW PTTC website

Join our mailing list

Products and resources

Connect with us @

For further questions, contact:

Beverly Triana-Tremain, 
Epidemiologist 

South Southwest PTTC Region 6

btremain@ou.edu
405-203-8516
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